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RESISTANCE

5Lightning Reflexes

During melee combat, you may 
exhaust 1       to place your primary 
challenge card back into your deck 

and choose a new primary 
challenge card.
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Armoured: During ranged combat, 
this enemy reduces your      by 1.
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Charismatic, Clumsy

When Hedon Admirer joins 
you, add 2      to this card.

During melee combat, 
you may discard 1      from 
this card to gain 1     .

Discard this card if you get 
knocked out.

Baby Factory

Mission Objective

Lookouts report seeing occasional slave trains 
carrying nothing but women, most of them 
showing signs of pregnancy. The Fortress 
thinks these might be connected to rumours 
about so-called “baby factories”, which  the 
mutant command is using to harvest human 
kids for some ungodly reason. One woman 
claims to have escaped from a baby factory, 
occupying an old church. She says she'd been 
held captive there throughout her pregnancy, 
along with dozens of other pregnant women. 
Unfortunately, her directions were too vague 
for us to pinpoint the location.

Meet your contact and use their info to 
track down the slave trains and follow 
them to their destination. If you manage 
to get a peek into the facility, do so, but 
don’t risk going in.

?
End Terrain:

Any order:

Resistance Contact

End Terrain:

Any order:

Baby Factory

10A

10C

10B

Sweltering Heat

The heft of the heat is palpable. You wade 
through its thick, �eshy humidity, every step 
wearing you down further. You can only 
hope the heatwave goes as fast as it came. 

When you move, if you move through 
more than 1 terrain, su�er 1      .

Leave this card in play until the next 
event card is drawn. 

If you have a 
daring follower, 
ignore this e�ect. 

Event

You slip past the mutant defences to the church 
where the slave train you followed made its last 
stop. You climb onto a wide ledge skirting a series 
of imposing windows. Inside are rows upon rows 
of pregnant women tended by others, some of 
whom are themselves with child. 

Following the ledge around, you arrive at a 
balcony that overlooks a large courtyard 
separating the back of the church from another 
large building. You’re surprised to see the 
courtyard �lled with children sitting cross-legged 
in rows, humming in unison. A Listener is posted 
at each end of the courtyard, ensconced in a 
suspended wicker hammock. Watchers pace 
between the children. A tall, gorgeous woman 
with huge purple eyes appears on a balcony 
opposite yours. You skulk back behind cover and 
wait for a good time to sneak back out.

Draw a mutant boss card; you may resolve 
the encounter when you trek.

Baby Factory 10C

10C

Do Not Exhaust!

Flail
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2 character cards2 character miniatures

4 starting 
weapon cards

1 slave train board 16 slave train cards

4 mission objective cards 6 event cards8 mission 
progress cards

30 enemy cards 
(level 3)

6 follower cards 20 skill 
cards

20 challenge 
cards

Game COntents

4 4 4 4

1 1

10 2 4
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8 morning tokens
(4 per character)

30 story tokens24 slave train tokens

8 mission tokens
(level 3)

4 final mission tokens
(level 3)

8 character tokens 
(4 per character)

7 character tokens 
for level 3 missions 
(1 per character)
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Long John Volver
Stun Wrench 
2 ammo
2 food

8

1 solo mission board

Solo Mission

Resistance Side A

1 2 3 4

End Terrain:

Any order:

End Terrain:

Any order:

End Terrain:

Any order:

?

Boss Cards

Any order

OR

OR

Suffer

Suffer

Refresh the 

Slave Train 

cards on the 

board.

Refresh the 

Slave Train 

cards on the 

board.

Refresh the 

Slave Train 

cards on the 

board.

Refresh the 

Slave Train 

cards on the 

board.
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MISSION VPs
RESISTANCE 3–4 players

2 mission score cards

101

Just when you thought you could journey back to the safety of the Fortress, you receive 
a message from the leadership, ordering you to venture further into the Wilds. To make 

things worse, your mission is even more perilous than before! You’ll need to make contact 
with an assigned Resistance lookout, who will help you track down mutant slave trains 

carrying human captives and follow them to a mutant stronghold.

SAGASAGA

RULEBOOK

The Resistance Expansion adds new mechanics and increases the difficulty of the base game. We strongly suggest you play the 
base game two or three times before adding the Resistance Expansion.
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Game Setup

Follow the normal setup procedures for a game of Posthuman Saga, with the following changes and modifications:
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6 follower cards6 event cardsmission score card
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Player Setup
 ӳ Each player returns to the box all level 1 mission tokens 

and one level 2 mission token, then takes a set of three 
level 3 mission tokens.

 ӳ Each player returns to the box the character token for 
their level 1 mission and replaces it with the new char-
acter token for their level 3 mission.

 ӳ Each player draws a random mission objective card 
from those that come with this expansion.

 ӳ Read the introduction found in the storybook that 
comes with this expansion.

COMMON Setup
 ӳ Place the slave train board next to the journey board. 

Use the side marked for the current player count. 

 ӳ Shuffle the slave train deck and place it in the leftmost 
slot on the slave train board, face down. Then draw a 
number of cards from the deck and place them face up 
in the slave train board’s other slots, one card per slot: 

 ▶ 4 players: 4 slave train cards
 ▶ 3 players: 3 slave train cards
 ▶ 2 players: 3 slave train cards
 ▶ 1 player: 2 slave train cards

 ӳ Place one slave train token on each slave train card,  
then put the rest into the supply.

 ӳ Replace the base game’s mission score card with the 
appropriate one from this expansion.

 ӳ Add the story tokens from this expansion to the story 
token bag, along with those from the base game.

 ӳ Shuffle the new event cards into the event deck and the 
new follower cards into the follower deck. 

 ӳ Instead of using both enemy decks from the base game, 
use the level 2 enemy deck from the base game and the 
level 3 enemy deck from this expansion.
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RESISTANCE 3–4 players
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Observe the normal rules for a game of Posthuman Saga, with 
the following changes and modifications:

enemies and mutations
Until you have completed your level 2 mission, you will draw 
from the level 2 enemy deck to resolve encounters and from the 
minor mutation deck when you suffer a mutation.

After you have completed your level 2 mission, you will draw 
from the level 3 enemy deck to resolve encounters and from the 
major mutation deck when you suffer a mutation.

After the Mutants Encroaching! event (round 7), you will draw 
from the level 3 enemy deck to resolve encounters and from the 
major mutation deck when you suffer a mutation, whether or 
not you have completed your level 2 mission.

Mission Objectives
This expansion introduces level 3 missions, which are harder 
to complete than level 2 missions. However, each one only 
requires you to place three mission tokens.

In order to complete your level 3 mission, you first have to 
claim slave train tokens and place them on terrain in your 
quadrant of the map.

slave trains
There will be several slave train cards available on the slave train 
board, placed there during setup. Each card shows a specific 
combination of terrain type and scavenge site. 

On your turn during the Day Phase, if any zone in your quad-
rant of the map contains a combination of terrain and scavenge 
site that matches an available slave train card, and does not 
contain a mission token or side mission token, you may claim 
the slave train token from that card and place it on that terrain. 
You may do this once per round.

When you claim a slave train token, remove that card from the 
slave train board and return it to the slave train deck. Shuffle 
the deck, then draw a new card and place it face up in the empty 
slot on the slave train board. Finally, place one slave train token 
on the card just drawn.

When you trek in terrain that contains a slave train token that 
you previously claimed and placed, you may discard the slave 
train token from that terrain in order to place a level 3 mission 
token on that terrain.

PLAYING THE GAMEwith the following changes and modifications:

level 2 
enemy deck

level 3 mission

available 
slave train card

terrain and scavenge site 
combination

Genetics Lab

Mission Objective

?
End Terrain:

Any order:

Resistance Contact

End Terrain:

Any order:

Genetics Lab

9A

There aren't many reasons to be cheerful this 
far out in the Wilds, but the mood among the 
lookouts at this outpost is paticularly grim. All 
across this region, scouting parties have been 
coming back with the same story: mutant 
slavers rounding up entire human communi-
ties, overseen by tall, purple-eyed mutants like 
none that have ever been around here before. 
And at the centre of all these stories is a place 
whispered about in vague rumours, known 
only as the Palace. You hope that all the grisly 
horror stories they recount to you are nothing 
more than rumours.

There's a woman who slipped out of a 
slaver train roundup some time back. 
She's a tough one, and has been tracking 
the trains to get her village back. Seek 
her out, and see if she can help you get to 
the Palace. If you do �nd it, watch 
yourself; we need you back here to 
report about what you �nd there.

9B

9C

32

1

level 3 
enemy deck

discard slave train token place level 3 mission token
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END OF THE GAME

The end of the game is triggered when one player defeats a 
mutant boss; the game ends when that round is over. Other-
wise, the game ends when round 16 is over.

Each player scores victory points (VP) according to how 
many slave train tokens there are left on terrain in their 
quadrant of the map at the end of the game:

 ӳ 1 slave train token = 0 VP
 ӳ 2 slave train tokens = 1 VP
 ӳ 3 slave train tokens = 2 VP
 ӳ 4+ slave train tokens = 4 VP

Everything else is scored exactly as in the base game.

New Characters
The Resistance expansion comes with two new characters: 
the Hand of the Pure One and the Technologist.

These characters are compatible with just the base game or 
with the base game and expansion.

New Events
The Resistance expansion comes with six new events, which 
are simply shuffled into the event deck. 

These events are compatible with just the base game or with 
the base game and expansion.

New Followers
The Resistance expansion comes with six new followers, 
which are simply shuffled into the follower deck. 

These followers are compatible with just the base game or 
with the base game and expansion. 

solo mode

Aside from adding new stories and new characters with 
which to tackle the mutant threat by yourself, the Resistance 
expansion adds a new solo mission board, which makes solo 
mode even more challenging than before!

SOLO MODE Objectives
The Resistance expansion changes the missions you must 
complete in solo mode. Instead of two level 1 missions and 
one level 2 mission, you now must complete one mission of 
each level, in order: level 1, then level 2, then level 3. 

Completing a level 3 mission in solo mode works the same as 
it does in the standard multiplayer rules for this expansion.

SOLO MODE GAMEPLAY
The solo mode has two minor rule changes:

Map Action
When you map, you may exhaust two broadcast tokens to 
discard one slave train card and replace it immediately. You 
may do this multiple times in a single action.

You may replace slave train cards this way even if you have 
not completed your level 1 mission.

Mutant Bosses
Encountering a mutant boss works exactly as it does in the 
base game’s solo mode. 

However, you may choose to encounter a mutant boss as 
soon as you have completed your level 1 mission.
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